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“Discerning charm and ravishing timbre, breathtaking technical bravura, sparkling intonation…”…
he will become one of the greatest violinists of his generation.”  “Meunsteriche Zeitung”

 

Born in Romania, in June 1986, in a family of famous musicians of an undeniable quality and prestige, 
Razvan Friedmann Stoica enlightens the latest years with his virtuosity and passion, with his outstanding 
performances and presence on the well-known international stages!

His charismatic performances have drawn the attention of both the press and the public. Having mastered 
his instrument at a young age, Razvan, has been admitted to the Enesco Conservatory in Bucharest at 
Maestro Modest Iftinchi class.  After graduating, Razvan has continued his studies at the Royal 
Conservatory in Amsterdam, studying under Ilya Grubert .

His talent and passionate interpretation brought him out into the light of the classical music world stage as 
being the real, well-known, appreciated, best new talent of 2013 as rewarded in October 2013, in Slovakia, 
at the EURORADIO New Talent Competition.

As the best violonist of Europe, Razvan Stoica comes up in the classical world music with a rich and 
prestigious career. Just a few years before winning New Talent Competition, he has been awarded first 
prize in various international competitions such as: “Strad prize” in Salzburg’s Strad Competition, being 
thus provided with a 1729 Antonius Stradivarius violin, the Perosi Competition (Tortona), the Olympic violin 
competition (Romania) and the Bolzano Duo Competition (Italy).

Razvan has performed, both as a guest soloist and also in recitals as „Duo Stoica” , in Amsterdam “Royal 
Concertgebouw”, Paris “Théâtre des Champs Élysées”, Brescia Teatro San Barnaba, Genova Teatro Carlo 
Felice , Palacio de Festivales, Santander.

In 1996 he joined his sister, the pianist Andreea Stoica, forming the successful “Duo Stoica”. As a recording 
artist, Razvan, is continuing to build a distinguished catalogue of recordings Including: his critically 
acclaimed recording of the 24 Caprices by Niccolo Paganini and the “Symphonie espagnole for violin and 
orchestra Op21” from Edouard Lalo with the Beethoven Academy Orchestra Krakow.



In 2012 Razvan signed with the Dutch based record label Aliud records. The first release under this 
contract, “Capriccioso”, has been a succesful release in September 2012, being sold worldwide. Following 
the impressive succesful sold worldwide  „Capriccioso„ recording , in 2014, „Duo Stoica” wil release a new 
album.

Razvan & Andreea Stoica („Duo Stoica”) are to be, frequently, seen in concerts in The Gewandhaus 
Leipzig, Het Concertgebouw Amsterdam, Berlin Konzerthaus and The Musikverein Wien.

Razvan Friedmann Stoica plays on an Antonius Stradivarius 1729 violin loaned to him by an anonymous 
donor from Salzburg and a violin bow Max Moller Amsterdam courtesy of Montferland Cultuur Fonds.

“ The suave delightful tone, the heavenly sound and the charismatic performance of the young violonist 
made the prestigious critics stand up for his presence in concerts and acclaim him to be: the greatest 
violonist of his generation!

There is nothing more that can be said of his performances than what his public affirms after attending his 
concerts: „[...] Stoica had it all: the golden tone, the immaculate technique, the beautiful line, and 
something else; live, he radiated emotion.”; „[...]I closed my eyes and the young who was on stage I heard 
it like a 70 year old men that lived his whole life and now is sharing with us his experiences of a lifetime. I 
loved the interplay with orchestra and conductor. I was also intrigued by his changes of vibrato colors: a 
painter with sound.”; „[...]Stoica by contrast celebrates gesture, risking control, musical architecture and 
line in order to attempt faster attack, harder connection of the bow through the string, and greater tonal 
extremes. His brilliance finally had space to stretch, his expressiveness given reason and scope to justify 
it.”.
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